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“GOING APPRENTICE.”

When a lad is about to learn a trade, people say he is “going ap-
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THE GROCERY RUINED HIM.

What little boy is that standing there in the grocery?
It is little Robert. His father was a poor, miserable drunkard. When he was a little boy, people liked him, and thought he would be
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THE GLASS OF GIN;
OR,
WHEN IT IS SAFEST TO RUN.

“Go the other way! Go the other way!” cried Mr. Grace, a thoughtful neighbour, as Samuel Hawkes was about to get over the fence into Mr. Benson’s orchard. Sad complaints had been made of the boys for pelting the fruit trees, and Mr. Grace would have felt
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GUILTY! GUILTY! GUILTY!!!

The court room was crowded with people, anxious to know what was to be the fate of the man who had been for several days on trial for murder. The jury had been in their room for many hours, and were now ready to give their ver.
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PARENTAL ANXIETY.

Few children are aware how much care and anxiety they cost their parents. There are some fathers or mothers so entirely brutish and corrupt as not to care at all for their
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S I G N S.

Solomon said, many centuries ago:
Even a child is known by his doings,
whether his work be pure and whether
it be right.

Some people seem to think that
children have no character at all.
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VANITY.

Betsey was a very pretty child, and her fond mother was not a little proud of her. When she became able to walk alone, she was very much admired wherever she went. Some people, who did not think of the effect of what they said, would often make such remarks as these.
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IS IT WORTH CLIMBING FOR?
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